The smoke-filled room is making a comeback. Condemned as a corrupt, antidemocratic means for nominating candidates to public office, the smoke-filled room has recently found prominent and diverse defenders. Last winter, Democratic stalwart Geraldine Ferraro celebrated the institution when she urged Democratic superdelegates to exercise their controlling power independently of, or even counter to, the will of the Democratic Party's rank and file. A few weeks earlier, Justice Scalia celebrated the smoke-filled room as a traditional, legitimate and accepted means for selecting candidates for public office, and hence one on which New York State could permissibly rely to select nominees for state trial judge.
INTRODUCTION
Last February, Geraldine Ferraro penned a harshly worded op-ed in The New York Times.
1 Barack Obama had just won his eleventh consecutive victory in the primary and caucus contests that followed Super Tuesday. His supporters saw a popular mandate they argued the superdelegates should honor.
2 Ferraro was outraged. According to Ferraro, the superdelegates were supposed "to lead not follow. They were, and are expected to determine what is best for our party and best for our country."
3 Election returns could inform that determination, but they were in no way controlling. For Ferraro, the superdelegates were under no obligation to ratify a popular mandate-if such a mandate even existed 4 -or to pay heed to it at all, if, in their considered judgment, the good of the party required a different choice. 5 Criticism followed. Ferraro was called patronizing, instrumental, disingenuous, and elitist. 6 Her defense of the superdelegates was said to be nothing more than a ruse to secure the nomination of her preferred candidate to whose campaign she was still an advisor. 7 Ferraro's tangential reference to seating the Michigan and Florida delegations was labeled hypocritical, exposing her nominal fidelity to advantageous rules but apparent willingness to abandon damaging ones. 8 Ferraro's position, moreover, was deemed bad policy. The superdelegates, representing the party's establishment, were said to be too entrenched, too stodgy, and too obtuse to know what was best for the party. 9 Were they to heed Ferraro's advice and ignore the election returns, the superdelegates would only secure John McCain's election, as Democratic voters betrayed by their party would defect or simply stay home in November. 10 Most interestingly, however, the role Ferraro urged the superdelegates to play was said to be illegitimate.
11 Ferraro never used the term "smoke-filled room," but her effort to insulate the superdelegates from the populace was very much a defense of that proverbial institution. 12 Back rooms, typically smoky ones, have long been the locus for selecting candidates for elected offices. Their history is not illustrious, 13 and criticism of them is widespread.
14 Ferraro was thus lambasted when she praised the Democratic Party rules that effectively placed the superdelegates in the smoke-filled room and vested them with controlling influence-influence Ferraro insisted they might exercise counter to the 6 Sirota on Democracy Now, states that "Democracy is really thwarted" by the superdelegates because "party elders can thwart the will of the people."); Olson, supra note. 12 Yoo, supra note ("Democratic Party runs by rules that are the epitome of the smoke-filled room); Theodore B. Olson, Clinton v. Obama: The Lawsuit, WALL ST. J., Feb. 11, 2008 ("Those 796 superdelegate politicans will decide who the candidate will be . Maybe no cigar or cigarette smoke this time, but backroom politics all the same."). 13 See, e.g., JULES WITCOVER, NO WAY TO will of the party's rank-and-file. The rules that supported Ferraro's position were widely seen to be unfair, improper, and, if not in fact illegal, the kind of thing that ought to be. 15 That Ferraro should celebrate such power was proof positive of her ulterior motives. The illegitimacy of the position she was promoting was that self-evident.
But of course it wasn't. Just six week earlier, the Supreme Court turned back a constitutional challenge to the influence political party leaders exerted within the hybrid system New York State employs to nominate candidates for judicial office. 16 Structurally similar to the nomination regime Ferraro defended, 17 New York's process relies on decentralized state-run primaries at which party members select delegates who then attend party-run conventions that select the party's nominee. 18 Within this regime, local party leaders-much like Democratic superdelegates-have the discretionary power to determine the ultimate nominee absent meaningful input from the party's rank-andfile.
Two lower federal courts thought New York's system for electing judges gave too much power to local party leaders. 19 A unanimous Supreme Court, however, saw no constitutional defect.
New York State Board of Elections vs. Lopez Torres
20 dismissed the notion that party members might possess "their own associational right not only to join, but to have a certain degree of influence in, the party."
21 Justice Scalia's lead opinion, moreover, made clear that New York's regime permissibly employed a traditional and legitimate method for nominating candidates to elected office. He wrote, "Party conventions, with their attendant 'smoke-filled rooms' and domination by party leaders, have long been an accepted manner of selecting party candidates." 22 Accepted and in active use. Lawyers defending New York's nomination regime suggested that invalidation of the State's system called into question the presidential candidate selection process used not just by the Democrats but by both major parties. 23 That claim, while overstated, 24 may well have influenced the Justices. 25 And even if it did not, Lopez Torres ensured that Geraldine Ferraro was on solid legal ground when she urged the superdelegates to adjourn to the smoke-filled room and disregard the election returns. 18 See N.Y. Elec. Law § § 6-134(4), -136(2)(i), (3), -160(2). 19 See 411 F. Supp 24 See infra Part II (discussing the ways in which smoke-filled rooms differ). 25 See 128 S.Ct. at 799. 26 Lopez Torres and the Democrats, THE NEW YORK SUN, Feb. 12, 2008. What the Court ignored, however, was that all smoke-filled rooms are not the same. The leaders of a political party may control the nomination process in varied ways, some relatively unproblematic, others the cause for serious concern. The smoke-filled room Lopez Torres upheld and the one Ferraro defended differ in important ways-ways that show New York's to be the far less viable political structure. Unlike Ferraro's smoke-filled room, New York's actively inhibits autonomous and vibrant political parties, and accordingly should have been seen to give rise to serious constitutional concerns.
Part I of this paper compares in some detail the nomination process Obama traversed with the one Lopez Torres confronted. Part II explores four salient differences between these processes. As explained in Part II.A., Ferraro's smoke-filled room was considerably more transparent. Throughout the 2008 presidential primaries, the superdelegates were identified and accountable, and their ever shifting allegiances were monitored, tabulated and discussed, often by the superdelegates themselves.
27 Lopez Torres, by contrast, upheld a more traditional smoke-filled room, in which party leaders never formally cast deciding votes, but instead secured the election of loyal delegates whom they knew would nominate their preferred candidate at the subsequent pro forma convention.
28
This control was obscured by a detailed, state-mandated nomination process that facially allowed party members to challenge the leadership choices, but was structured in a manner that ensured such challenges would not occur.
29
Part II. B. shows that Ferraro's smoke-filled room was also more penetrable by a challenger candidate than was the one at issue in Lopez Torres. Barack Obama emerged last winter as the frontrunner for the Democratic nomination, notwithstanding the fact that Hillary Clinton was said to have effectively locked up the nomination months earlier.
30
In other words, Obama accomplished within the Democratic Party's presidential nomination process precisely what Margarita Lopez Torres said was impossible to achieve within New York's system: to mount a credible challenge to the leadership's choice for the nomination.
31
To be sure, Obama was an unusual candidate. 32 Had he set his sights not on the presidency, but instead on a trial judgeship in New York, perhaps he would have had more success than Lopez Torres. More likely, though, Obama simply had an easier time of it running for president. The structural hurdles he confronted within the nomination 27 process-from gaining access to the ballot State by State to his ability to lobby superdelegates attending the convention-were themselves relatively less onerous than the ones at issue in Lopez Torres. 33 The district court that examined New York's system found (and the Supreme Court did not dispute) that office seekers like Lopez Torresbona fide party members who meet the qualifications for judicial office and enjoy considerable public support but are not favored in advance by the party leadershipcould not "clear all the hurdles necessary to elect supportive delegates," and confront "insurmountable" obstacles in seeking to lobby the delegates who are selected. 34 As discussed in Part II.C., the junctures that mattered most in the process Obama navigated were regulated more comprehensively by party rule-and less by law-than were the ones at issue in the system upheld in Lopez Torres. Most notably, the superdelegates owed the control they enjoyed over the nomination not to any state (or federal 35 ) law but instead to the DNC Delegate Selection Rules that gave them controlling influence.
36
In Lopez Torres, by contrast, state law played a more complicated role. New York State did not explicitly vest party leaders with controlling influence, but instead created an obscure and complex nomination process that actively, predictably, and indeed deliberately gave party leaders ultimate control over the nomination.
37
The underlying authority for-or more precisely, authorship of-a smoke-filled room matters. One that emerges exclusively through party initiative may well serve a legitimate and even beneficial role, 38 but backroom decisionmaking actively fostered by state regulation raises concerns unlikely to be offset by such benefits. Such state regulation inhibits a political party from functioning as it should. It distorts internal party operations, blurs the lines of accountability, and appropriates the power of the party to determine for itself how it is to be governed. In short, state regulation of this sort intrudes on the autonomy of the party and its members, even if the party itself might have chosen on its own to structure party decisionmaking in the very same manner.
39
As discussed in Part II.D., the choice made by the smoke-filled room Obama confronted was far more contestable than the one adopted by the room Lopez Torres faced. After Ferraro's smoke-filled room chose Obama, he remained just a nominee. Becoming president was contingent on victory in what every participant believed would be a vigorously contested general election. Such a contest, however, was never anticipated in New York's Second Judicial District, where securing the Democratic nomination to the state supreme court has long been tantamount to election. 33 These differences in contestability help explain Obama's victory and Lopez Torres' failure. A prospective contest, or its assured absence, critically shapes the nomination process that precedes it. A contested general election constrains the discretion of party leaders to select the party nominee, counseling them to consider serious challenger candidates within the party, or face electoral defeat and an internal accounting for failing to do so. The absence of contestability frees party leaders from these constraints, particularly in a system like New York's, where transparency, penetrability, and party authorship are in short supply and hence cannot compensate for a noncompetitive general election and its effects.
None of this, however, mattered to the Court in Lopez Torres. Part III of this paper offers an explanation why. For the Justices, all smoke-filled rooms were equal and all were equally permissible. 40 The lead opinion suggests that the Court would have upheld New York's smoke-filled regime no matter how opaque, impenetrable, uncontestable, or state authored it was. Narrower holdings were available, ones that would have avoided the subtle yet significant departures from precedent required by the decision at written. 41 But a more circumscribed approach would have invited future challenges to other smoke-filled rooms, and the Court bluntly stated that it was unwilling to extend that invitation.
42
This unwillingness, while welcomed by some, 43 is cause for concern. Bright lines distinguishing one smoke-filled room from another may prove elusive, but that difficulty alone does not mean meaningful distinctions are either impossible or unnecessary. Nor does it suggest that this arena presents questions that are categorically different from other knotty subjects with which the Court has long engaged.
44 Some distinctions will prove more lasting than others, but drawing them case by case is a staple of what the Court has long done, and something the Court should continue to do.
In Lopez Torres, moreover, the Court did not so much refuse to enter a new arena as retreat from one it had long regulated. Constitutional review of state-mandated nomination processes is nothing new. To be sure, not every foray into this realm has been adequately theorized, 45 and some moves might well be reconsidered. 46 But the legal 40 The exceptions are the ones that engage in explicit racial discrimination. 47 and accordingly invites party leaders to enlist and rely on state law as the primary vehicle for party governance. Why bother to persuade party members to adopt or accept a rule when the legislature will mandate it as a matter of law? More state regulation (which party leaders themselves will write) will follow, while remaining absent will be a vibrant party organization that actively and internally debates the structure and details of self-governance. The worst aspects of the smoke-filled room will be entrenched.
A more sound approach would embrace substantive review, and expressly recognize that smoke-filled rooms can differ from one another in important ways. The nominating process Obama traversed was more transparent, more penetrable, more directed by party rule, and more contestable than was the one Lopez Torres confronted. Transparency, penetrability, authorship, and contestability matter not because any one of these is constitutionally mandated, but because a nominating system in which they are all absent or insufficiently robust suggests a process with defects that may be of constitutional dimension. Examining the degree to which a nominating process possesses these characteristics offers a means to evaluate whether a regime actively inhibits, facilitates, or promotes vibrant party governance and the protected associational interests that accompany it. Doing so helps to ensure that the associational interests at stake remain interests that are worth protecting.
The Justices may well disagree, but Lopez Torres is hardly proof that they do. While the Court viewed the smoke-filled room as another political thicket to be avoided, judicial restraint does not best explain why the Justices were able to stomach New York's regime. Instead, a wholly distinct concern propelled the Court to rule as they did.
Specifically, the Justices worried New York would replace the nominating system the lower courts invalidated with something much worse. The Court has never much liked the judicial elections, 48 and vindicating the complaint in Lopez Torres promisedthough hardly guaranteed 49 -New York would replace its "sham" judicial elections with real ones. Whatever the Justices made of the hard fought contest between Senators Obama and Clinton, they had no desire to see it replicated where judicial offices were at stake. Fine for the presidency, perhaps, but for judges, any smoke-filled room was to be preferred. Securing the nomination to these very different offices required each candidate to traverse nomination processes that looked similar in important respects. Both candidates needed to secure the election of loyal regional delegates to attend a centralized party-run convention at which the delegates would nominate them to be their party's candidate. Both, moreover, needed the support of the party's leadership to prevail. Differences in detail between these processes, however, reveal why Obama succeeded and Lopez Torres failed.
A. Ballot Access
Every State and territory issues rules governing how a candidate's name comes to appear on a primary or general election ballot. Obama needed to navigate more than fifty different sets of ballot access rules to make sure voters could choose delegates pledged to him. Lopez Torres confronted a single regime, albeit one that in many ways presented more onerous hurdles than any Obama confronted.
i. Becoming a Delegate to New York's Second Judicial District's Democratic Nominating Convention
One way for Judge Lopez Torres to pursue the Democratic nomination for state supreme court justice was to assemble a slate of loyal delegates to run in the primary election. If elected, such delegates would attend the subsequent convention and cast their votes for her. 52 Under New York law, such delegates run individually or in small groups from each of the assembly districts that comprise a judicial district. 53 In New York's Second Judicial District, 124 delegates and an equal number of alternates are elected from the district's 24 component assembly districts.
54
To be placed on the primary ballot, candidates for delegate must circulate designating petitions within the assembly district in which they are running. State law gives them 37 days to gather 500 valid signatures from party members who both reside in that assembly district and who have not already signed another such petition. 55 54 New York cedes to each political party power to determine how many delegates should be accorded to each assembly district, requiring only that the number be "substantially" linked to the support the party received from the assembly district in the last election. N.Y. access to the ballot must, as a matter of practice, obtain between one thousand and fifteen hundred signatures to ensure obtaining the required number of valid ones.
56
If Judge Lopez Torres wanted to run a full slate of delegates and alternates (which the district court found a credible challenger would need to do 57 ), she needed to enlist nearly 250 people to run, and secure 124,000 qualified signatures from the various assembly districts located Brooklyn and Staten Island that comprise the Second Judicial District.
58
Accomplishing this would require obtaining nearly a quarter of million signatures, based on the lower courts "conservative" estimate of the number of signatures that must be collected to ensure obtaining a sufficient number of valid ones.
59
Judge Lopez Torres did not attempt to fulfill these requirements the first two times she sought her party's nomination. She hoped instead to secure the internal support of local party leaders. Candidates with such support need not satisfy the ballot access rules on their own, but rather may rely on party leaders to make sure that enough delegate candidates qualify for the primary ballot. The leadership (organized at the county level from the assembly district leaders) recruits candidates to serve as delegates and alternate delegates, and enlists petition circulators to obtain the requisite signatures. These petitions typically include the leadership's choices for all the offices that are at issue in the same primary election cycle. Party-endorsed slates routinely satisfy the primary ballot access requirements, and typically, they are the only ones to do so. 60 When unopposed, the party's slate is, under state law, "deemed elected," and the names of the delegates never appear on the primary ballot.
61
Local party leaders rebuffed Judge Lopez Torres when she repeatedly sought their support, refusing to endorse her explicitly because she had refused to make patronage hires in her civil court chambers. 62 So the third time Lopez Torres decided to try for the party's nomination, she attempted to secure delegates on her own. She amassed about 30,000 signatures, mostly from eight assembly districts, which enabled 47 delegates to run on her behalf.
63
Fifteen of these delegates ran unopposed in two assembly districts and hence were deemed elected. ) (finding that "a challenger candidate would need to field delegates in all or virtually all the ADs to have a realistic chance of prevailing in enough races to obtain a majority of delegate support at the convention . . . not only because a challenger candidate is not likely to win every delegate race under normal circumstances, but also because the prospect of competing against the party leaders elevates the degree of difficulty.") . 58 ii.
To be a Delegate to the Democratic National Convention
When Barack Obama decided to seek the Democratic Party's nomination, he needed to get his name on the ballot in each state primary or caucus contest. The process he navigated was a complex one, governed by a mix of rules promulgated by the Democratic National Committee (DNC), 66 the respective state Democratic party, and the state itself where primary or caucus occurred.
The DNC established the overall structure for 2008 nomination process. It selected a convention date and location. 67 It decided that primary voters and caucus participants nationwide would select 3409.5 pledged delegates to attend this convention, apportioned based on a formula meant to account both for population and the degree of past support for the party in the State.
68
These delegates would be awarded proportionally to any candidate receiving at least 15 percent of the vote in each congressional district. 69 The DNC also created the well-known and much discussed superdelegates, initially set at 823.5 70 party officials, Democratic Congress members and Governors, and other prominent Democrats, who would vote as they chose at the 65 411 F. Supp.2d at n. 34. 66 See The Democratic National Committee Article III of the Charter of the Democratic Party of the United States, at http://www.democrats.org/pdfs/charter.pdf (DNC has "general responsibility for the affairs of the Democratic Party between National Conventions" including conducting and setting rules for the presidential selection process).
67
Call For the Democratic National Convention 2008, http://www.democrats.org/page/-/pdf/FINAL2008CalltotheConvention.pdf. 68 Under the rules, pledged delegates were allocated to the states based on the following formula: State allocation = ½ × (( SDV ÷ TDV ) + ( SEV ÷ 538 )), where SDV refers to the state's popular vote for the Democratic candidate in last three presidential elections, TDV refers to the total popular vote for the Democratic candidate nationally in the same elections, and SEV represents the state's electoral college vote total.
Call of the Democratic Convention, Article I, B, http://www.democrats.org/page/-/pdf/FINAL2008CalltotheConvention.pdf.
The rules allocated a fixed number of delegates to Puerto Rico, American Samoa, Guam, the U.S. Virgin Islands, and for Democrats living abroad. Call of the Democratic Convention, Article I, J, http://www.democrats.org/page/-/pdf/FINAL2008CalltotheConvention.pdf. The rules also set forth certain affirmative action obligations that each state delegation must satisfy. DNC Delegate Selection Rule 9. 69 DNC Delegate Selection Rule 13.B ("States shall allocate district-level delegates and alternates in proportion to the percentage of the primary or caucus vote won in that district by each preference, except that preferences falling below a fifteen percent (15%) threshold shall not be awarded any delegates. Subject to section F. of this rule, no state shall have a threshold above or below fifteen percent (15%). States which use a caucus/convention system, shall specify in their Delegate Selection Plans the caucus level at which such percentages shall be determined."). 70 The precise number of superdelegates would not be known until the convention itself, due to demographic changes in the number of officials eligible for the designation. 72 State party plans were subject to DNC approval, and needed to comply with several structural constraints the DNC imposed. Among these constraints, DNC rules required that state parties publicize the time and location of all official meetings related to delegate selection (including caucuses and conventions); 73 that they comply with a set calendar and complete their selection processes no later than June 10, 2008; 74 that they ensure that all delegate candidates listed on convention, caucus, and on primary ballots have the name of the candidate they support printed next to them; 75 and that they require no more than 5,000 signatures or a fee not exceeding $2,500 before placing the name of a presidential candidate on the ballot.
76 DNC rules also limited participation in the delegate selection process to voters who "publicly declare or enroll as Democrats." 77 State parties in turn developed their plans. Thirty-six state Democratic parties along with those in the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands opted to participate in state-run primaries as their method to select delegates. 78 Several of these participated in state regimes that were not in full compliance with DNC requirements. Some state parties sought waivers from the DNC for noncomplying state procedures, 79 or otherwise pledged to seek legislative change to bring the State into compliance. 80 Other simply participated in noncompliant plans.
Most famously, the state parties in Florida and Michigan agreed to participate in state-run primaries scheduled ahead of the dates permitted by DNC rules, a decision that led the DNC's rules committee first to exclude entirely the delegates selected and subsequently to allow such delegates to participate while halving their vote. 81 The DNC chose, however, not to penalize other state parties that participated in noncompliant state regimes. Iowa, New Hampshire, and South Carolina, for instance, all held their contests 71 DNC Rule 9. 72 DNC Delegate Selection Rule 1 ("State parties shall adopt Affirmative Action and Delegate Selection Plans which contain explicit rules and procedures governing all aspects of the delegate selection process."). 73 on dates that did not comply with the ones authorized by the DNC, 82 while Virginia required presidential candidates to obtain 10,000 signatures to qualify for the ballot, notwithstanding the DNC's 5000 signature cap. 83 Parties opting to participate in state-run systems confronted varied levels of state regulation. Some States played a limited role, paying for the costs to run the primary, and imposing a few general constraints, but otherwise leaving to the state party power to define the rules for participation, including how candidates would qualify for the ballot. 84 Other States regulated the delegate selection process more closely, granting ballot access to candidates based on factors such as a national reputation, eligibility for federal matching funds, payment of a fee, obtaining a requisite number of signatures, or some combination of these requirements. 85 Where authorized by a State to set ballot access rules, parties participating in state run primaries imposed relatively modest signature and fee requirements. 83 Virginia Code § 24.2-545 (10,000 qualified voters, including at least 400 qualified voters from each congressional district in the Commonwealth, who attest that they intend to participate in the Democratic primary). 84 See, e.g., South Carolina Code § 7-11-20 (requiring state officials running the elections to employ "costeffective measures" to the extent possible, and that "the state committee of the party shall set the … filing requirements"). 85 See infra notes [92] [93] [94] and accompanying text. 86 See, e.g., South Carolina Democratic Party Delegate Selection Plan, Title VI, http://www.scdp.org/public/files/docs/SCDP_DelegateSelectionPlan2008.pdf ($2500 filing fee or 3000 signatures); Arkansas DSP ($2500); District of Colombia DSP ($2500), Louisiana DSP ($375 fee to party after $750 qualifying fee to state). 87 Operating within this multi-faceted framework, Obama secured access to the ballot in all fifty States and the participating territories. 91 The applicable rules qualified Obama automatically in 29 States based on his status as a "national candidate" and his eligibility for federal matching funds. 92 Obama needed to pay $28,825 to gain access to the ballot in an additional seventeen contests. 93 Finally, Obama needed to collect twentynine thousand qualifying signatures to get his name on the ballot in the remaining ten States. 94 At the close of the process, Obama had secured 1766.5 pledged delegates, 90 See Delegate Selection Plans for Alaska ($1000); Hawaii ($2,500); Kansas: ($1000); New Mexico ($2,500 iii.
Ballot access compared
All told, Obama confronted ballot access rules that enabled him to compete meaningfully for the Democratic presidential nomination. Judge Lopez Torres faced rules that effectively doomed her effort to compete for her party's nomination. DNC rules ensured that Obama's name appeared on primary ballots next to the delegate candidates pledged to him; 96 New York law kept Judge Lopez Torres's name off the ballot entirely, and barred delegate candidates from identifying their allegiances on the ballot.
97 DNC rules mandated proportional allocation of delegates, allowing Obama to capture a significant number of delegates even in States where he lost the popular vote; New York law gave Lopez Torres no similar opportunity.
DNC rules, moreover, capped the number of signatures Obama needed to get on the ballot and in many places rules adopted by States and state parties reduced or eliminated that number entirely. Even if Obama collected twice the minimum number required (to ensure a sufficient number would qualify), he still needed to collect no more than 60,000 signatures nationwide. Lopez Torres, by contrast, didn't come close to collecting the nearly 250,000 signatures she needed to run a full slate of loyal delegates and alternates in a single judicial district within New York State.
B. Lobbying Convention Delegates
Neither Lopez Torres nor Obama won enough pledged delegates to secure their party's nomination. Both accordingly sought to lobby convention delegates to support their candidacies. Once again, Obama was successful, Lopez Torres was not.
i. Lobbying Delegates to New York's Second Judicial District's Democratic Nominating Convention
New York law does not compel delegates elected on the leadership's slate to vote for the leadership's candidates. 98 Lopez Torres accordingly sought to persuade these delegates to vote for her at the convention, but, as the district court found, "[t]he structural and practical impediments" she confronted in this attempt were "insurmountable." 124 New York States requires that a party hold its judicial nominating convention between two and three weeks after the primary election, see N.Y. Elec. law § 6-158 (5), and that it comply with several procedural requirements. § 6-126. State law does not require the party to make public the specific time and place of the convention. 128 Democratic National Conventions were once the locus for real decisionmaking, but today are scripted affairs that approve but do not select a nominee.
That the 2008 convention would follow the modern approach was momentarily uncertain. Senator Clinton, whose supporters represented a majority of the DNC's Rules and Bylaws Committee, consistently argued that the delegates selected in the Michigan and Florida primaries should be seated at the convention, notwithstanding the Committee's earlier decision to exclude these delegations for noncompliance with the DNC's primary schedule. 129 In May, the Committee voted to seat the delegates but to halve their voting power, a resolution that did not give Clinton the boost she needed to fight on after the Montana and South Dakota primaries on June 3. Had the Committee ruled otherwise, Clinton might have continued her campaign, perhaps to the convention floor itself.
No comparable contest would have been possible in New York. State law requires the party to seat all delegates elected through the primary process, 130 thereby eliminating the prospect of competing or discredited slates of delegates. This ruleassuming it is enforceable 131 -facially protects any delegates a challenger candidate manages to secure by guaranteeing them a seat at the convention. Still, the ballot access rules ensure few such delegates will emerge from the primary, 132 while the seating mandate itself eliminates one means for challenger candidates to dispute reported irregularities in the delegate selection process. Thus, even if Lopez Torres knew, as was later reported, that some of the delegates to the 2002 convention were "technically ineligible" to participate, state law facially precluded her from challenging their participation at the convention. 133 
D. The Post-Convention Period
The convention would seemingly mark the end of a comparative account of how Obama secured his party's nomination and Lopez Torres failed to do so. And yet, the post-convention periods that followed the respective conventions differed significantly and did so in a manner that shaped the nominating processes that preceded them.
Needless to say, securing the Democratic Party's nomination hardly guaranteed Obama the presidency. The specter of the general election loomed over the primary season, with both Senators Obama and Clinton constantly arguing their relative merits not just against one another, but against the presumptive Republican nominee John McCain.
Not so for the race for trial judge in New York's Second Judicial District. Had Judge Lopez Torres secured her party's nomination, she would have become a state supreme court justice. The lower courts in Lopez Torres noted that the general election for that office plays "almost as minor a role" as does the convention, 134 and "one-party rule is the norm in most judicial districts." Having failed yet again to get her party's nomination, she ran in the general election with a slate of candidates sponsored by the Working Families Party. Headlines during the preceding months highlighted corruption among sitting Brooklyn Democratic judges and the party leaders involved with their selection. 136 The New York Times endorsed Lopez Torres and the slate with which she ran, calling on voters "to register their disgust with the hackinfested local bench and the clubhouse-driven selection process, and . . . [to] elect some good, politically independent judges."
137 Lopez Torres and her fellow candidates lost to the Democrats by a margin of three to one. 138 
II. FACETS OF BACKROOM DECISIONMAKING
Not every smoke-filled room is the same. Obama and Lopez Torres confronted ones that differed in important respects. The process Obama navigated was more transparent, more penetrable, more directed by party rule, and more contestable than was the one Lopez Torres traversed. This section explores these differences in more detail and seeks to explain why they matter.
A. Transparency
Geraldine Ferraro's New York Times op-ed prompted a letter writer to suggest what he called "a radical notion: let all Democrats vote for their preferred nominee, and whoever gets the most votes wins."
139 Such pure majoritarianism hardly characterized the process through which Obama secured the nomination. The DNC gave sizeable influence to the superdelegates, and allocated pledged delegates based not on one-person, one-vote, or even one-Democrat, one-vote, but instead based on a complex formula that 134 considered a state's electoral college strength and its past support for the party. 140 Insofar as majority rule is, in the words of Frank Michelman, "maximally transparent, for our culture," the DNC's system was necessarily opaque. 141 And yet, even within the constraints imposed by a hybrid nomination system that relies on heavily on a smoke-filled room, the process through which Obama secured the Democratic nomination was notably more transparent than was the one Lopez Torres confronted. The rules governing the regime were more accessible, those participating in it more readily identified, and the decisionmaking process itself more visible. 142 The decisionmakers, moreover, offered public explanations for their decisions and made sure those explanations were public-regarding. 143 Obama knew the names of the superdelegates, and his campaign as well as numerous media organizations kept careful tally of who among the superdelegates had pledged to support him, who were uncommitted, and who might be persuaded to reconsider their fidelity to Clinton. 144 Superdelegates, for their part, staged public events to announce their decisions to support Obama or Clinton, or to switch their allegiance between the two, and they were wont to describe in some detail the process that led to them to their decision and the reasons underlying it. 145 And the DNC staged a public event of its own, allowing live coverage of the proceedings of the critical May meeting at which its Rules Committee debated Clinton's proposal to seat the Michigan and Florida delegations. identified publicly nor could she readily determine their identities. When seeking the nomination, Judge Lopez Torres repeatedly asked party officials to identify the delegates but was rebuffed. 147 The delegates themselves provided no public statement or other explanation for their votes, and indeed seemed to have no information whatsoever about the people they nominated. 148 Even the list of the nominees was kept secret until the convention. 149 And while the party leaders who actually selected the nominees that the convention ratified were identified publicly, their role in the process was not. 150 Needless to say, party leaders offered no public explanation for their decisions to promote a given candidate. Far from public-regarding, these decisions were found by the district court to be based on the nominee's willingness to comply with the party's patronage system and to contribute financially to party leaders. 151 The district court called New York's process "opaque" and "far more complex than a list of its formal phases suggests."
152 This lack of transparency (which continues to define the state's system) is hardly happenstance. Complexity necessarily diminishes transparency, and New York's regime lacks ancillary measures such as open meeting and publicity requirements that might diminish this effect.
New York's system, moreover, obscures the critical power it cedes to party leaders over the nomination process. New York might have given party leaders this power through a far less "byzantine" network. 153 The State might have eliminated the election of judges entirely, and adopted an appointive system in which state officials look to party leaders for recommendations about which candidates to appoint. Alternatively, New York State might have retained judicial elections, but required a pure convention system where the party itself would design the rules for participation with party leaders playing a decisive role. 154 Or the State might have deregulated the nomination process entirely, and left to the party the power to select the structure for the nomination of candidates. Any of these regimes would have lodged decisionmaking power in the party leadership more directly and visibly than the system the State employs, a system that facially invites participation by the party rank and file as voters but functionally excludes party members participating meaningfully. In Lopez Torres, the district court found that New York's regime undermined things like judicial integrity and confidence in the judiciary, values the State brazenly and implausibly claimed its system promoted. 155 Insulating judicial candidates from direct voter involvement in their selection might well produce judges of greater integrity and foster more public confidence in the judiciary itself.
156 But insofar as New York State's system seeks to minimize direct voter participation in this process, it advances this goal only through obfuscation. The regime limits voter involvement not by explicit statutory command but instead by facially inviting such participation while functionally lodging critical decisionmaking power in local party leaders. Sound reasons support a preference for appointment to election as a means to select judges, 157 but "transform[ing] a de jure election into a de facto appointment" 158 is a convoluted and hence means to secure that end.
159
Transparency (or the lack thereof) matters. Though not without its critics, 160 transparency is generally thought to facilitate decisions that are based on legitimate criteria, and thus decisions that are better, more other-regarding, and more equitable than those produced by an opaque process. 161 Transparency gives interested parties information about the choices decisionmakers make, and thereby enables those affected to monitor and hold accountable those responsible for the path selected. 162 In the electoral arena, the importance of transparency is most frequently discussed in connection with vote tabulation and election administration, 163 campaign finance, 164 and the electoral college. 165 Transparency, however, also matters in a nomination process, largely for the reasons it matters elsewhere. It fosters the selection of candidates based on more objective criteria, it conveys information that enables and encourages party members to monitor the process, and keeps decisonmakers accountable to their membership.
These benefits, however, do not require a nomination process that is completely transparent. Partial transparency may suffice, so long as it is exists at crucial junctures. The complex, nonmajoritarian systems Obama and Lopez Torres traversed demonstrate how transparency exists along a continuum, how it is a matter of degree, and how the degree that is manifest matters crucially to the vibrancy of the underlying organization. Even partial transparency invites party members to respond in a manner not possible when decisionmaking is wholly obscured. It enables those unhappy with the decisions to know who is responsible for them or at least how to find out, and to know or maybe simply be able to demand to know why the decision was made. As explained in more detail below, even partial transparency contributes to an environment in which those affected by a decision may retreat, defect, or demand change from within.
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B. Penetrability
Securing the Democratic Party's nomination for the presidency required Barack Obama to navigate scores of electoral rules. These rules were numerous, complex and varied, and compliance with them was difficult. But the densely regulated process Obama confronted was ultimately a penetrable one, and his success stemmed, in large part, from the access the rules themselves allowed. The ballot access rules enabled Obama to get his name on primary ballots; the rules governing the allocation of delegates prevented Obama's defeat in places like California from becoming ruinous; 167 and the rules mandating a lengthy and serialized process ensured that Obama could effectively lobby delegates, and effectively exploit sequential victories and near-victories.
The rules Obama confronted might well have been different. More stringent ballot access rules might have kept Obama's name off the ballot while allocating delegates based on a winner-take-all approach might have ended the Obama candidacy on Super Tuesday. 168 A decision by the DNC early on to count the Michigan and Florida returns in full (or never to have excluded them in the first instance) might well have secured Hillary Clinton's success. But the rules were what they were, and they allowed Obama to succeed in critical early battles, remain viable through Super Tuesday, and claim frontrunner status by late February. Once Obama got that far, he could not be ignored.
Judge Lopez Torres enjoyed no comparable access to her party's nomination process. As the district court found, challenger candidates like Lopez Torres could not "clear all the hurdles necessary to elect supportive delegates," and confront 165 See Electoral College Debate, supra note. 166 See infra notes and accompanying text. 167 168 See, e.g., A Primer, supra note.
"insurmountable" obstacles in seeking to lobby the delegates elected on the party's slate. 169 Both in design and effect, the New York's system was functionally impenetrable.
170
The Supreme Court did not disagree. What mattered to the Justices, however, was that the process was and remains legally accessible. As Justice Scalia pointed out, "[n]o New York law" compels the election of the leadership's slate; no law directs those elected to vote the leadership's preference; and no state law prohibits challenger candidates from attending the convention or from lobbying the delegates.
171
All this is true, to be sure. That the Court would nevertheless explicitly and unanimously deem formal, legal accessibility sufficient to validate New York's regime is something new. No state law, after all, blocked African-American voters from participating in the primaries at issue in the last two White Primary Cases. 172 Texas law had been intentionally silent on the question, but the Court nevertheless invalidated regimes that denied black voters access to the only elections that mattered in the respective jurisdictions.
173
Even if decisions like Smith v. Allwright and Terry v. Adams represent a special rule regarding race discrimination, 174 the Court's explicitly narrow focus in Lopez Torres remains novel. The Justices have repeatedly claimed to have engaged in precisely the type of analysis Lopez Torres disavowed; that is, the Court has said it focuses not only the "requirements themselves" but also on "on the manner in which political actors function under those requirements."
175 When, for instance, Bullock v. Carter struck down a state-mandated filing fee for prospective candidates, Chief Justice Burger emphasized that barriers to access must be examined "in a realistic light" that includes "the extent and nature of their impact on voters." 176 He explained that, under the challenged regime, "potential office seekers . . . are in every practical sense precluded from seeking the nomination of their chosen party."
177 Bullock did not focus exclusively on legal impediments but instead examined the system's "real and appreciable impact," stressing that do otherwise would to be "ignore reality" about the system's effect in practice. 178 169 411 F. Supp. 2d at 217. 170 See, e.g., 462 F.3d 161, 175 (2d Cir. 2006) (quoting testimony that "the idea that in individual candidate would go out and recruit delegate candidates and run delegates pledged to that candidate in the primary is not the system and it twists the design of the system on its head"); id. at 177 (quoting testimony that "By definition, the convention system is designed [so] that the political leadership of the party is going to designate the party's candidates"). 171 . . seems to invite all-things-considered, empirically oriented burden inquiries," but that in practice, "the Court often reverts to formalism"). 176 Bullock, 405 U.S. at 143. 177 Id. (emphasis added). 178 Id. at 144.
Bullock was hardly an outlier in this regard. Back in United States v. Classic, the Court emphasized the "the practical operation" of a primary election in controlling outcomes, even as it observed the absence of any "effective legal prohibition" on voter rejection of the primary choice in the general election. 179 After Bullock, Lubin v. Panish emphasized the need to examine "[t]he realities of the electoral process," 180 and rejected access that was "merely theoretical."
181 And as recently as Clingman v. Beaver, Justice O'Connor called for a "realistic assessment of regulatory burdens on associational rights" and an "examination of the cumulative effects of the State's overall scheme." 182 Not so in Lopez Torres, where the Justices steadfastly refused to examine the system's cumulative effects and came pretty to close to embracing empty formalism.
183
No state law prevented Judge Lopez Torres from attending the convention or lobbying delegates, but the Court knew full well that in "every practical sense" she would be unable to do so. So too, the Court willingly "ignore[d] reality" and deemed "entirely reasonable" New York's requirement that a single candidate for delegate obtain 500 signatures before gaining access to the primary ballot.
184
The legal obstacles to a successful standalone candidacy as a convention delegate were certainly less onerous than those involved with securing the election of a coordinated slate, but practical obstacles made pursuing such a standalone candidacy pointless. Even if such a candidate could amass the requisite signatures and successfully earn a spot at the convention, the absence of debate and discussion at that state-mandated convention guaranteed participation would be a fruitless endeavor. Indeed, Lopez Torres never suggests these standalone candidates ever occurred.
Lopez Torres, moreover, does not appear to be an aberration. The Court's rigid focus on legal rather than practical impediments to participation was again evident in Crawford v. Marion County Board of Elections, 185 in which the Justices turned back a constitutional challenge to Indiana's voter identification requirement. Indiana's law did not wholly preclude anyone from voting, but instead imposed steps to be taken by voters lacking the requisite ID.
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Under this regime, a sufficiently diligent voter lacking conventional ID should still be able to vote. Still, the law undoubtedly creates obstacles that many voters simply will not overcome 187 -not because compliance is wholly impossible, but because it is too burdensome. , J., concurring) . 183 Id. at 610 (Stevens, J., dissenting in part) (emphasizing that the assessment "should focus on the realities of the situation, not on empty formalism."). Cf. Elmendorf, supra note [40], at 409 (predicting the Court would not give "unqualified approval" to the "neither formal no abstract" approach followed by the lower courts in Lopez Torres). 184 A burden, to be sure, does not alone make a law invalid. Diligence might be a proper prerequisite to participation, at least if concerns about fraud and its perception factor into the calculus. 189 So too, a functionally impenetrable nomination process might not be problematic, at least insofar the system retains other features (like transparency, party-driven authority, or contestability 190 ) that counterbalance the lack of access. But in both Crawford and Lopez Torres, the Justices chose not to consider such questions, satisfied to limit their gaze to formal legal access, and to ignore the burdens that arise under each system in practice. As a result, the Court seems to have given States license to structure electoral processes to impose barriers to participation, subject only to the most limited constraint that they not be legally impossible to traverse. Reality no longer has anything to do with it.
C. Authorship
Obama confronted a smoke-filled room for which the DNC was the sole author. DNC rules alone created the superdelegates and explicitly gave them control over the nomination process. The smoke-filled room Lopez Torres faced stood in more complex relation to state law. Lopez Torres directed her legal complaint not at her party's leaders who blocked her candidacy, but at New York State, which authored the procedures governing the nomination process. She did not claim a freestanding entitlement to influence within her party, 191 but instead sought a nomination process in which the State had not unreasonably interfered. And she argued New York has so interfered by creating and empowering a smoke-filled room that functionally barred meaningful participation by bona fide party members.
The Supreme Court disagreed that New York's regime constituted unreasonable interference. 192 It might have stopped there, but instead the Court went further to suggest that Lopez Torres lacked any associational interest with which the State might interfere. Justice Scalia's opinion flatly rejected the claim that the plaintiffs possessed an "associational right not only to join, but to have a certain degree of influence in, the party." 193 The opinion added that they were "in no position to rely on the right the First Amendment confers on political parties to structure their internal party processes and to select the candidate of the party's choosing,"
194 noting that "both the Republican and Democratic state parties have intervened in the very early stages of this litigation to defend New York's electoral law." 195 The suggestion seems to be that such participation precludes, negates, or otherwise resolves any alleged interference with a party's associational freedom, and that party members like Lopez Torres possess no distinct associational interests the State might infringe. This suggestion is interesting in several respects. 196 This failure to intervene should seemingly be consequential given the Court's suggestion that that intervention by a state party as an intervenor-defendant suffices to resolve any associational interests at stake. Does the failure to intervene give rise to constitutional issues that require resolution? 197 Second, even if the State Democratic Party had intervened as Justice Scalia seemed to think it had, the Court has not previously suggested such intervention might be sufficient to resolve an alleged infringement of associational rights. Even if intervention of this sort might be equated with consent-itself a novel proposition 198 -the Court has previously rejected the claim that "a political party's consent will cure a statute that otherwise violates the First Amendment." 199 Finally, the Court had not previously suggested that party members lack distinct associational interests that warrant protection. Lopez Torres appears to hold that, barring complaint from the party leaders themselves, the State may regulate party conduct without constraint, and that, apart from the joining the party itself, party members possess no associational rights the State might infringe. This breaks new ground.
200
Prior to Lopez Torres, however, the Court repeatedly recognized that party members possess distinct interests to participate in their party's candidate selection process free from unreasonable state interference. Kusper v. Pontikes, for example, struck down a state law that required a voter to register with a party twenty-three months in advance of a primary election to vote in the primary. The Court held that the law impermissibly burdened the voter's interest in free political association because it blocked her from participating in her party's nomination process. 201 Describing the nomination of candidates as a political party's most "basic function," the Court held that the state-mandated restriction undermined the voter's "prime objective" for joining the 196 Winger, supra note [n. 46]. 197 See Elmendorf, supra note 40, at 407 ("Ought the district court to have processed the constitutional challenge along two tracks, applying lenient review . . . for purposes of Republican judicial nominations . . . and strict scrutiny on the Democratic side (where no offsetting right had been asserted by the relevant organ of the party?"). 198 The Court has indicated the participation of a party organization as a plaintiff suggests that organization does not consent to the challenged regulation. Cf. Elemendorf, supra note, at 400 (characterizing as "novel" recognition that party organizations might possess a "constitutionally protected interest in choosing candidates without regard to the wishes of bona-fide party members"); Lowenstein, supra note, at 1783 (suggesting that party organizations ought to have no greater claim than the State itself "to speak for the associational interests of the party"). 201 Pontikes voted in the February, 1971, Republican primary, then switched parties, and sought to vote in the March, 1972, Democratic primary. 414 U.S. at 52-53. party: it denied her "any voice in choosing the party's candidates, and thus substantially abridged her ability to associate effectively with the party of choice."
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The "ability to associate effectively" is admittedly a fuzzy concept. Kusper makes clear, however, both that it encompasses something more than the simple fact of membership in a political party, and that it prevents the State from wholly denying party members the ability to participate in their party's nomination process. Other cases confirm that the associational interest at stake here transcends the mere act of affiliation. Eu v. California Democratic Central Committee emphasized as particularly strong "the associational rights at stake" when "party members . . . seek to associate . . . with one another in freely choosing their party leaders," and explicitly emphasized "the independent First Amendment rights of the parties' members." To be sure, none of this suggests that federal courts should help party members displace choices made by party leaders. Were New York to deregulate the nomination process entirely, the Kings County Democratic Party might opt to nominate judicial candidates in smoke-filled rooms that are inhospitable to Judge Lopez Torres. Political parties possess associational interests in so doing.
But these interests hardly establish that the State may mandate the very same procedures with impunity. In fact, the Court itself had repeatedly distinguished procedures mandated by the State from those implemented by party prerogative. A State, for instance, may not compel a political party to include nonmembers in the party primary, 208 even though the party itself may invite nonmembers to participate in its nominating process.
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Nor may States compel political parties to seat convention delegates selected using state-mandated processes that the party rejects, 210 even though the parties might select those very procedures for themselves.
The legitimacy of the State's regime has never before hinged on whether party leaders might select that regime for themselves. Instead, the Court has repeatedly distinguished policy from its source-and for good reason. A smoke-filled room installed by a political party is different in kind from one state law actively promotes. State regulation of this sort iinhibits a political party from functioning as it should. It distorts internal party operations, blurs the lines of accountability, and infringes on party autonomy itself. It appropriates to the State and thereby infringes the freedom of political parties to determine party structure and leadership on their own free from state interference.
New York's judicial nomination system highlights the point. State authorship of the rules governing the critical junctures of the nomination process has obscured responsibility within the system. State law and party policy have become intertwined such that party officials look to the legislature not their membership for policy, and party members often fail to distinguish the two. It's no surprise, then, that the 2003 judicial nominating convention for the Second Judicial District was held in the main jury room of the downtown Brooklyn courthouse.
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D. Contestability
Finally, the decision made by the smoke-filled Obama confronted was far more contestable than was the choice made by the one Lopez Torres faced. Republican nominee John McCain led that contest, making clear long before the Democratic convention itself that an Obama presidency was far from assured. No one doubted that the general election would be competitive, and that assumption shaped Obama's path to the nomination. All the Democratic candidates in 2008 presented themselves as the best choice to beat the Republicans in November, and the superdelegates prominently cited this interest in victory when pledging their support. 213 Not so in New York's Second Judicial District, where securing the Democratic nomination is tantamount to election as state supreme court justice. To be sure, no legal obstacle prevents those aspiring to this office from running in the general election as an independent or third party candidate. New York's requirements for doing so are, in fact, relatively undemanding. 214 But, again, reality is something different entirely. Rampant gerrymandering in New York ensures "one-party" rule in each of the judicial districts party includes power to reject delegates selected at state primary at which nonmembers participated).
Lower courts have likewise recognized this distinction between party power and state rule by upholding the ability of political parties to structure participation in party affairs in a manner not available to the State. See, e.g., Bachur v. Democratic National Party, 836 F.2d 837 (4 th Cir. 1987) (associational freedom encompasses party power to mandate that men and women comprise equal proportions of state delegation to national convention); Ripon Society v. National Republican Party, 525 F.2d 567, 585 (D.C. Cir. 1975) (en banc) (political party may chose "among various ways of governing itself . . . the one which seems best calculated to strengthen the party and advance its interests," even if that choice allocates delegates in manner that dilutes the voting strength of some members); see also LaRouche v. Fowler, 152 F.3d 974, 996-998 (D.C. Cir. 1998) (associational freedom of political party includes power to exclude candidate as unqualified under party rules and disregard votes cast for him). 212 Levy, supra note. 213 See supra note and accompanying text. 214 See 128 S.Ct. at 802 (Kennedy, J., concurring) (noting signature requirement "has not been shown to be an unreasonable one") (and indeed other types of electoral districts as well.) 215 That means the general election is not a locus of real decisionmaking. The New York Times consequently noted with some surprise Lopez Torres's 2003 effort to challenge party dominance, headlining its endorsement of her third party candidacy with the query: What's This? An Actual Judicial Election. 216 Turns out, it wasn't, and Lopez Torres was routed. The Court in Lopez Torres thought this lack of competition was irrelevant. The Constitution does not require a competitive general election, to be sure.
217 And yet, the fact that nomination is tantamount to election within New York's regime critically shapes the incentives of the party leaders who control the smoke-filled room. Where competitive, the general election functions as a protective device and imposes a structural constraint on leadership discretion to select the party nominee. 218 It counsels party leaders to consider seriously challenger candidates like Lopez Torres, or to ignore them at their peril.
Competition in the general election may even function as a viable substitute for a transparent, penetrable and party-driven nomination process.
The absence of competition-the inability to contest the choices made in the smoke-filled room--compounds the effects of a nominating regime characterized by insufficient transparency, penetrability, and party authorship, and thus signals a regime that may be constitutionally suspect.
III. A CURE WORSE THAN THE DISEASE?
Throughout the 2008 primary season, the DNC's process remained sufficiently transparent, penetrable, party-driven, and ultimately contestable that party leaders, party members, and observers generally engaged in a vigorous debate about the merits of the process. Some, like Ferraro, praised the superdelegates' independence; 219 others celebrated their role in ending the process by June, thereby providing a close race a clear winner.
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Those unhappy with the power DNC rules gave to the superdelegates 215 218 See also Elmendorf, supra note, at 408 (noting argument that a competitive general election "should lead the major parties to support or adopt responsible methods for nominating candidates," while its absence makes "party insiders . . .much more likely to use the nomination process to pursue their own interests, or their idiosyncratic visions of the common good."); Gardner, supra note, at 45 ("the parties' collusive legislative gerrymander . . . undermines the operation of the state's system of party democracy because it thoroughly thwarts the ability of the electorate to hold any party accountable for the actions of the government."); Lowenstein, supra note, at 1768 (noting argument that "the presence of interparty rather than intraparty electoral competition is sufficient to ensure that party leaders will be accountable to the public.") 219 complained, blogged, and voted; 221 some threatened defection, and some defected; some promised retaliation against those superdelegates holding elective office, and some may yet retaliate. 222 In this transparent, party-authored regime, voice was readily implemented, exit even more easily exercised. Debate over the superdelegates, moreover, exposed and in many ways crystallized the nature and quality of the associational interests involved and of the political association itself.
Contrast this process with the response to New York's judicial nomination regime. 223 Good government groups have long complained about the system, editorial boards have demanded reform, 224 and criminal indictments have periodically highlighted the corruption the system facilitates. 225 The Lopez Torres litigation itself, with its multiple opinions from three courts, offered a scathing critique of the State's system. Justice Stevens went so far as to suggest that New York's system was "stupid."
226 And while many have defended the regime's legality, 227 and some praised its purported ancillary benefits, 228 absent throughout has been a structural defense of this smoke-filled room of the sort Ferraro lodged on behalf of the superdelegates, and other party insiders advanced by the time Obama claimed the nomination. 229 Meaningful reform in New York is nevertheless nowhere in sight, and a vigorous internal debate about the merits of the system is missing entirely. 230 The Court in Lopez Torres professed institutional incompetence to address the situation, and specifically cited an inability to distinguish the good from the bad among smoke-filled rooms. A distinct concern, however, better explains the Court's approach. As is true in other areas of election law, the Court's distaste for a particular remedy dictated a circumscribed view of the rights at issue.
A. Judicial Review
The Court in Lopez Torres suggested that New Yorkers might like the State's judicial nominating system, but made clear that even if they didn't, any problem with this smoke-filled room-or indeed any other-was not of constitutional dimension. To hold otherwise, Justice Scalia said, would only invite new complaints about other forms of backroom decisionmaking. Perhaps envisioning lawsuits brought by disgruntled Democratic voters unhappy with the superdelegates, Justice Scalia insisted that the Court was ill-suited to distinguish among smoke-filled rooms.
231
On this point, Justice Scalia sounded a lot like Justice Frankfurter, who famously pressed a similar argument in Baker v. Carr and lost. 232 The Court, of course, has never quite overcome that nagging suspicion that Frankfurter may have been right and that Baker launched a foray into the political thicket that might wisely have been avoided. 233 Still, unlike Baker, or other, more recent manifestations of the question, 234 Lopez Torres did not require the Court to break wholly new ground. The Justices have long engaged in constitutional review of state-mandated nomination processes, and long recognized that such processes implicate protected participatory and associational interests. 235 Precedent accordingly makes clear that constitutional obligations necessarily accompanied New York's decision to adopt a hybrid nomination process that both grants the right to vote in primary elections and mandates and in important respects directs the conventions that follow. 236 New York, of course, might have dispensed with primaries entirely, and it might have left the conventions that followed unregulated. But once the State chose to regulate the nominating process as it did, well-settled constitutional obligations attached. Or at least they should have. The Court in Lopez Torres expressed surprising skepticism on this point. At oral argument, for example, Chief Justice Roberts said he thought "it seem[ed] kind of odd, that if a State can have no role for voters, it can have a pure convention, that they're penalized if they have some role for voters?" 237 And yet, in the voting context and elsewhere, the Court had long recognized that greater power does not necessarily encompass lesser.
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The Court's retreat in Lopez Torres is, moreover, incomplete. Leaving disputes of this sort to the political process has undeniable allure, but Lopez Torres fails to secure this result. The decision invites party leaders to enlist and rely on state law as the primary vehicle for party governance, largely relieving these leaders of any need to secure the support or acquiescence of party members to a chosen course. But by placing what appears to be constitutional significance on the litigating positions of the state parties, 239 the Court privileges the party machines in a manner that guarantees litigation. Should party leaders fail to get what they want from the legislature, they will sue, claiming the undesired outcome amounts to a denial of associational freedom. 240 Lopez Torres accordingly does what a prominent proponent of judicial restraint in this realm has counseled against: it gives party organizations a constitutional position "that immunizes them from the results of the give-and-take" of the political process, and thereby favors "unaccountable and generally obscure party officials." 241 Associational interests may be understood in such terms, to be sure, but whether they remain worth protecting once they are is another matter.
A more sound approach would embrace substantive review of state-mandated nomination processes, 242 while expressly recognizing that smoke-filled rooms differ in important ways. Lines are needed, and some will be difficult to draw, but manageable and discernible distinctions may indeed be made. Comparing Obama's success with Lopez Torres's failure shows how. The nominating process Obama traversed was more transparent, more penetrable, more directed by party rule, and more contestable than was the one Lopez Torres confronted. Transparency, penetrability, authorship, and contestability matter here not because they are constitutionally mandated-they most definitely are not. But a nominating system in which they are absent or insufficiently robust signals a process with defects that may be of constitutional dimension. Much like the role district shape plays in the redistricting context, 243 the degree to which a nominating regime is transparent, penetrable, party-authored and contestable offers a means to gauge the health and vibrancy of the associational interests of the participants within it.
Stevens, for example, seemed to think the "glaring deficiencies" the district court found to inhere in New York's system lent support "to the broader proposition that the very practice of electing judges is unwise."
250 Judge Gleeson's findings, however, did no such thing. The "glaring deficiencies" he identified -and there were many 251 -were those that characterize a classic patronage system, and not those typically associated with judicial elections. He identified, for instance, questionable contributions given not to judicial candidates to skew future litigation, but by such candidates to local party bosses to safeguard nominations.
252 Judge Gleeson's findings lend support not for the claim that electing judges is unwise, but instead for the proposition that New York's judicial elections are not really elections all.
Many of the Justices seemed to think that might just be a good thing. New York's judicial nominating regime is a mess, to be sure. But for all the difficulties it presents, it appeared more palatable to a Court squeamish about judicial candidates actively soliciting cash in order to finance a campaign, and making the promises candidates seeking election make. 253 A little backroom decisionmaking might seem a small price to pay to temper such conduct.
Lopez Torres nevertheless made no effort to limit its analysis to judicial elections. 254 It immunized every smoke-filled room from review, not just the ones that select judicial candidates. The Obama-Clinton contest shows that not all of these rooms stunt political participation and prevent an election from being a "real" election. But some smoke-filled rooms do stymie democratic engagement, and it was this effect that the Court in Lopez Torres sought to encourage.
CONCLUSION
Justice Kennedy closed his concurring opinion by wondering whether it might all be otherwise. He contemplated judicial elections of a sort that "offer[ed] the opportunity, indeed the civic obligation, for voters and the community as a whole to become engaged in the legal process." He imagined that "fair and open" judicial elections might even function "as an essential forum for society to discuss and define those attributes of judicial excellence and to find ways to discern those qualities in the candidates." 255 250 128 S.Ct. at 801 (Stevens, J. concurring). 251 See 411 F.Supp. 2d 212 (describing how local party insiders gave trial court judgeships to the most loyal, but hardly the most competent, adherents; how a plethora of uninformed delegates, unable to pronounce the nominees' names, let alone identify their qualifications, attended perfunctory conventions that ratified the pre-selected choices of the local party leadership; and how barriers to ballot access became so severe that primaries were routinely cancelled for lack of contest.) 252 Id. Pie in the sky perhaps, but still not a bad aspiration-not just for judicial elections but for all elections that select public officers. But it is an aspiration that Lopez Torres actively undermines. Justice Kennedy suggested implementing his vision would require wide participation from the "organized bar, the legal academy, public advocacy groups, a principled press, and all the other components of functioning democracy." 256 He omitted the Court itself from this list of participants. He should have included it, and recognized it as an essential "component of functioning democracy." The Court's biggest mistake in Lopez Torres was its refusal to accept and embrace this role.
Doing so hardly requires the Court to eradicate all smoke-filled rooms. Some might co-exist with and even facilitate the sort of democratic participation to which Justice Kennedy suggests we should all aspire. One might even argue that the nomination process Obama traversed-with the superdelegates controlling the smokefilled room and the very institutions Justice Kennedy identified actively engaged in its evaluation-came pretty close to realizing the aspiration. But even if it fell short, this smoke-filled room holds far more promise than the one that dominates in New York, where public engagement and vigorous democratic participation remain absent.
